Alternative splicing, muscle calcium sensitivity, and the modulation of dragonfly flight performance
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Calcium sensitivity of myosin cross-bridge activation in striated muscles commonly varies during ontogeny and in response to alterations in muscle usage, but the consequences for whole-organism physiology are not well known. Here we show that the relative abundances of alternatively spliced transcripts of the calcium regulatory protein troponin T (TnT) vary widely in flight muscle of Libellula pulchella dragonflies, and that the mixture of TnT splice variants explains significant portions of the variation in muscle calcium sensitivity, wing-beat frequency, and an index of aerodynamic power output during free flight. Two size-distinguishable morphs differ in their maturational pattern of TnT splicing, yet they show the same relationship between TnT transcript mixture and calcium sensitivity and between calcium sensitivity and aerodynamic power output. This consistency of effect in different developmental and physiological contexts strengthens the hypothesis that TnT isoform variation modulates muscle calcium sensitivity and whole-organism locomotor performance. Modulating muscle power output appears to provide the ecologically important ability to operate at different points along a tradeoff between performance and energetic cost.

Striated muscles from a variety of taxa show substantial inter- and intra-specific variation in the sensitivity of myosin cross-bridge activation by calcium (1–6). Within individual animals, calcium sensitivity of muscle activation varies during ontogeny, training, and disease and appears to be one of the primary ways that striated muscles adjust to changes in contractile regimes (7–9). It generally is thought that varying the calcium sensitivity of muscle activation affects recruitment of force-generating cross-bridges during a calcium transient, thereby modulating the rate and amount of force and power output (7–12). However, little is presently known regarding the effects of variation in calcium sensitivity on whole-muscle contractile performance, locomotor ability, and energetics.

Variation in muscle calcium sensitivity often involves changes in the molecular composition of the troponin-tropomyosin complex (7–9, 13). This group of molecules constitutes the molecular “switch” that turns myosin cross-bridge activity on and off in response to neurally induced calcium signals. Troponin T (TnT), one of the components of the troponin-tropomyosin complex, varies in isoform composition during development (14–17), training (18), and human heart failure (19, 20). Changes in TnT isoform composition frequently correlate with variation in the calcium sensitivity of myosin cross-bridge activation (1–9), and experimental manipulations of TnT isoform composition have been shown to affect the calcium sensitivity of actomyosin ATPase (21). Point mutations in human cardiac TnT alter both calcium sensitivity and myosin cross-bridge kinetics (22, 23). The emerging picture is that many regions of TnT interact in functionally significant ways with the other tropomysins, tropomyosin (7–9, 13), and perhaps with myosin as well.

In both vertebrates and invertebrates, variability in TnT isoform composition arises from alternative splicing of mRNA (24–30). There are evolutionarily conserved features of the splicing pattern at the 5’ end of the molecule (27, 29), thus indicating that isoform variation in TnT has deep evolutionary roots, and perhaps evolutionarily conserved functional effects.

Here we test the hypothesis that alternative splicing of TnT affects muscle calcium sensitivity and flight performance of dragonflies. We use a comparative approach that takes advantage of the existence of two morphs of Libellula pulchella dragonflies that follow different ontogenetic trajectories of TnT splicing. This approach allows us to test for associations between TnT transcript variation, muscle calcium sensitivity, and contractile performance that are independent of the developmental and physiological context in which TnT alternative splicing occurs. We relate our results to what is known (31) about the life history, behavior, and ecology of this species.

Methods

L. pulchella dragonflies were collected at Ten-Acre Pond, Centre County, Pennsylvania, during 1998. Adult dragonflies were netted in the field and placed immediately in an insulated cooler at 10–15°C. Dragonflies were transported to the laboratory, and within 3 hr of capture were filmed with high-speed video during free flight (500 frames per sec; Redlake HR1000, Morgan Hill, CA). Before each flight test, the dragonfly was warmed in an incubator at 36°C. After release onto a horizontal platform, dragonflies immediately made vigorous escape flights, which generally took the form of shallow-angled ascents. Three or four flights were filmed for each of 97 dragonflies. A sample recording in QuickTime format is available at http://www.bio.psu.edu/Faculty/Marden/LPulchella.mov.

Wing-beat frequency was measurable from all video records and tended to be relatively invariant within and between flights for an individual. Wing-beat amplitude could be measured only from individuals (n = 57) whose body axis, at an appropriate point in a flight (i.e., nonturning, approximately midway along the flight path), was aligned nearly perpendicular to the film plane of the camera. Recent studies (32, 33) of free flight in another Libellulid dragonfly show that the product of wing angular velocity (i.e., frequency × amplitude) and wing area has a tight linear relationship (r² = 0.95) with total aerodynamic power output estimated from a quasi-steady-state model. Thus, we used the product of wing angular velocity and area as an index of total aerodynamic power output.

A subset of dragonflies (n = 16) was additionally tested for peak metabolic rate during intermittent flight attempts in a flow-through respirometry system. Dragonflies were placed in a 6-liter jar, through which CO₂-free air was passed at a flow rate of 6.7 liter min⁻¹. A subsample of excurrent air from the respirometer was dried by using a small magnesium perchlorate filter, then passed through a LiCor CO₂ gas analyzer at a flow rate of 0.1 liter min⁻¹. Output from the flow meter and the CO₂ analyzer was digitized and recorded on a computer. Peak metabolic rate during 10 min of intermittent flight was obtained.

Abbreviation: TnT, troponin T.

Data deposition: The sequence reported in this paper has been deposited in the GenBank database (accession no. AF133521).
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was recovered by using RNAqueous (Ambion, Austin, TX), and first-strand cDNA synthesis was performed (Boehringer Mannheim). TnT cDNAs were amplified by using the primers TnT Rev (5’-CCCTCCGGCTTTGCTGTTC-3’) and TnT 5’ DUTR (5’-6fam CGCTTCTTTCACTCTTGTGTGTTCAAAC-3’), which was fluorescently labeled with 6fam dye. PCR conditions were set as follows: 94°C for 5 min, then 30 cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 50°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min, ending with a final incubation at 72°C for 7 min. Extensive amplification and sequencing of *L. pulchella* TnT cDNAs (39) has shown no evidence for alternative splicing in regions other than what is covered by these two primers (i.e., alternative splicing of TnT in *L. pulchella* dragonflies has not been observed at the 3’ end, as occurs in vertebrates). The resulting TnT fragments were separated on an automated sequencer (ABI 377), then analyzed with GENESCAN 2.1 software (Applied Biosystems) to determine the size and relative quantity of each fragment. The peak height for each fragment was normalized to the total peak height for all fragments in that lane. For each individual, we ran two samples of the PCR and averaged the results. For five individuals, we performed replicate RNA isolations and all subsequent steps to determine the repeatability of our measures of relative abundance. For those five individuals, the relative quantity estimated for each fragment in the first replicate (n = 50 total fragment relative abundance estimates) explained 97% of the variation in values from the second replicate, i.e., the procedure was highly repeatable.

Relative quantities were arc-sine transformed (40) before statistical analyses. All analyses were performed by using JMP software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

**Results**

Our sample of *L. pulchella* dragonflies included both newly emerged adults whose body masses ranged from 202 to 342 mg and mature adults that ranged up to 751 mg. Much of the maturational change in body mass is attributable to development of the flight muscles (41), which hypertrophy and increase in aerobic metabolic capacity during adult maturation. Previous studies have shown that the fractional cross-sectional area of mitochondria increases from about 0.15 to 0.46 (31, 41) between emergence and maturity, whereas the specific activity of an enzyme that is an indicator of aerobic metabolic activity (citrate synthase) increases by approximately 1.6-fold (J.H.M. and K. Dennison, unpublished data). Activity of the anaerobic enzyme lactate dehydrogenase falls by 2.8-fold over the same period. Thus, our sample included dragonflies that varied widely in muscle ultrastructure and metabolic physiology.

Our study population also showed seasonal variation in overall size, which we characterized by measuring wing length. The wing cuticle hardens at adult emergence and thus provides an age-invariant measure of exoskeletal size. *L. pulchella* dragonflies that were present from June 1 until approximately mid-July had smaller forewing lengths (Fig. 2A; mean = 40 mm, range = 39–42 mm), whereas dragonflies that began appearing on July 1 were larger (Fig. 2A; mean = 44 mm; range = 42–47 mm). Morphological characteristics other than overall size, including the fine details of wing venation, were indistinguishable between these two groups. Our working hypothesis is that these are two forms of the same species, which we will refer to as the “early” and “late” morph.

Both morphs showed an increase in wing-beat frequency during adult maturation (Fig. 2B), as would be expected when increasingly large muscles drive constant-sized wings. Curiously, however, the late morph showed a significant parabolic trend between wing-beat frequency and body mass (r² = 0.69, P < 0.0001 for the second-order term in the quadratic fit), with wing-beat frequency becoming much more variable and, on average, declining in the most massive individuals (Fig. 2B).
Eight TnT cDNA fragment sizes, ranging in length from 243 to 270 nt, were produced by our amplification of the alternatively spliced 5' region of the molecule (Table 1). Six of those fragment sizes were predicted from an extensive survey of cDNAs (37) from flight muscle. The two other fragment sizes were found at very low levels (fragments 255 and 264); they did not correspond to any of our characterized sequences and may be artifacts. Relative abundances of fragment sizes varied widely among individuals (Table 1). For example, fragment size 258 constituted 82% of the TnT transcripts detected from one individual, but only 12% in another individual. Other fragment sizes varied from undetectable levels to as much as 47% of the total.

To reduce the dimensionality of the TnT fragment data set, we used principal components analysis to express TnT fragment relative abundances as a single independent variable. The first principal component (TnT PC1) is the linear combination of the original variables (arc-sine-transformed relative abundances of each TnT fragment size) that accounts for the greatest amount of variation among individuals.

Table 1. Fragment sizes and mean relative abundances (% of total TnT transcripts) of the PCR products obtained from amplification of the 5' alternatively spliced region of L. pulchella TnT cDNA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>cDNA fragment size</th>
<th>Deduced amino acid sequence of variable region</th>
<th>Mean relative abundance (range; SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>243</td>
<td>MSDEEEYSEEEEV............................................</td>
<td>3.5 (0–10.4; 3.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>246</td>
<td>MSDEEEYSEEEEV.........K....................................</td>
<td>12.2 (1.8–42.0; 10.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>258</td>
<td>MSDEEEYSEEEEV...........................................RPRGK</td>
<td>54.0 (11.9–82.1; 18.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>261</td>
<td>MSDEEEYSEEEEV.........K....................................RPRGK</td>
<td>20.7 (0–36.6; 12.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>267</td>
<td>MSDEEEYSEEEEV..........................................KEPERKTE</td>
<td>7.5 (0–46.5; 12.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>270</td>
<td>MSDEEEYSEEEEV.........K....................................KEPERKTE</td>
<td>1.2 (0–22.5; 4.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>285</td>
<td>MSDEEEYSEEEEV...........................................KEPERKTE.RPRGK</td>
<td>Not in flight muscle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Also shown are the deduced amino acid sequences from characterized cDNAs (39) that correspond to the variable region of these fragments. Putative exons are separated by gaps. A constitutive exon (not shown) begins after the 3' most base shown for each sequence. The exon structure deduced from cDNAs requires the presence of a micro-exon, such as one that occurs in Drosophila TnT (30). A fragment size (285) present in other L. pulchella muscles (39) is not found in flight muscle but is shown here for completeness. Two fragment sizes that occur at low levels (255, 264; mean relative abundance = 0.6 and 0.5, respectively) do not correspond to any of our sequenced cDNAs and may be artifacts. The pattern of variation in nucleotides among the cDNAs that we have sequenced (39) is consistent with alternative splicing from a single TnT gene, as occurs in Drosophila (27, 30).
of variation. TnT PC1 = 0.0209*AS243 + 0.019*AS246 + 0.100*AS255 + 0.043*AS258–0.031*AS261 + 0.048*AS264 – 0.042*AS267 – 0.060*AS270 – 1.552 (where ASn refers to the arc-sine-transformed relative abundance of each fragment size). Absolute abundances of fragments 261 and 267 accounted for 90% of the variation in TnT PC1.

The early morph showed a tight linear relationship (Fig. 2C; r2 = 0.72, P = 0.0003) between body mass and TnT PC1, whereas the late morph showed no significant trend (Fig. 2C; r2 = 0.24, P = 0.18). The second and third principal components of TnT fragment relative abundance were not correlated with body mass (nor calcium sensitivity; see below) in either morph.

We observed similar maturational trends for calcium sensitivity of skinned fiber activation. The early morph showed a tight, linear increase in muscle calcium sensitivity with increasing body mass (Fig. 2D; r2 = 0.62, P = 0.0001), whereas the late morph showed no significant trend (r2 = 0.02, P = 0.59).

Despite the fact that alternative splicing of TnT followed different ontogenetic patterns in the two morphs, they showed the same relationship between TnT PC1 and muscle calcium sensitivity (r2 = 0.30, P = 0.009; Fig. 3). In a multivariate model that included TnT PC1 (P = 0.03), neither flight muscle mass (P = 0.40), gender (P = 0.88), or morph identity (P = 0.89) had significant effects on muscle calcium sensitivity (total r2 = 0.34). Thus, the relationship between calcium sensitivity and the mixture of TnT transcripts was consistent across wide variation in the developmental and physiological context in which TnT alternative splicing occurred. These results support the hypothesis that TnT isoform variation, either alone or in combination with coregulated molecules, determines calcium sensitivity of muscle activation.

Two of the individual transcript size classes (fragments 261 and 267) showed significant positive correlations with calcium sensitivity (r2 = 0.21, 0.19; P = 0.03, 0.04, respectively). Neither of these relationships were affected by morph (P = 0.26–0.40), gender (P = 0.47–0.61), or muscle mass (P = 0.26–0.62).

The largest outlier in the relationship between calcium sensitivity and TnT PC1 (+ in Fig. 3) was also the largest outlier in the relationship between calcium sensitivity and body mass (+ in Fig. 2D). This outlier was the only newly emerged individual from either morph that showed a high calcium sensitivity, which suggests a measurement error. When this individual was excluded, TnT PC1 explained 44% of the variation in muscle calcium sensitivity, and the effects of fragment sizes 261, 267, and 258 on calcium sensitivity were significant (r2 = 0.26–0.30, P < 0.02 in each case; fragments 261 and 267 had positive effects, whereas fragment 258 had a negative effect).

Not surprisingly, dragonflies with larger muscles achieved higher wing-beat frequencies and power outputs (Fig. 4A and C). The question we were primarily interested in addressing is whether variation in calcium sensitivity and TnT splicing also affect these variables. Thus, we performed linear regressions of wing-beat frequency and power output index on flight muscle mass, then examined the relationship between the variation not explained by flight muscle mass (the residuals from Fig. 4A and C) and calcium sensitivity and TnT PC1. Flight muscle mass explained 42% of the variation in wing-beat frequency (Fig. 4A), and both calcium sensitivity (r2 = 0.21; P = 0.005; data not shown) and TnT PC1 (r2 = 0.26; P = 0.01; Fig. 4B) accounted for a significant portion of the residual variation. Wing-beat amplitude was not correlated with muscle mass (r2 = 0.01; P = 0.6; data not shown), but was weakly related to calcium sensitivity (r2 = 0.13; P = 0.046; data not shown). Muscle mass explained 50% of the variation in our index of power output (P < 0.0001; Fig. 4C), with 36% of the residual variation explained by calcium sensitivity (P = 0.0004; Fig. 4D). In a multivariate model using muscle mass, calcium sensitivity, gender, and morph as independent variables, neither morph or gender had significant effects (P = 0.63 and 0.89, respectively) on power output index (P = 0.007 for calcium sensitivity in this model), thus indicating that calcium sensitivity affected performance in a consistent fashion, even though the two morphs showed different ontogenetic trends in calcium sensitivity (Fig. 2D).

A striking result is that calcium sensitivity appeared to have nearly as strong an effect as the bulk amount of muscle in determining wing-beat frequency and aerodynamic power output. According to a multivariate fit using calcium sensitivity and muscle mass as independent variables, increasing the pCa50 of muscle activation from 5.4 to 6.4 at the mean flight muscle mass increased wing-beat frequency by a factor of 1.33 and power output index by a factor of 1.58. A tripling of flight muscle mass from 100 to 300 mg at the mean pCa50 was required to increase wing-beat frequency and power output index by comparable factors (1.4- and 1.5-fold, respectively). These factors were calculated from the following regression equations (units in parentheses): wing-beat frequency (Hz) = 9.56*pCa50 + 0.05*flight muscle mass (mg) = 34.24; power output index (m2*degrees*s–1) = 0.62*pCa50 + 0.0032*flight muscle mass (mg) = 2.82.

Power output index explained 65% of the approximately 15-fold variation (Fig. 5) in metabolic rate during intermittent flight in the respirometer (P < 0.0001). Thus, dragonflies with larger and more powerful muscles consumed metabolic fuel at a markedly higher rate.

**Discussion**

We found wide variation in TnT isoform composition in the flight muscles of *L. pulchella* dragonflies, which was associated with substantial variation in the calcium sensitivity of muscle activation and flight performance. Two individual TnT transcripts were associated with an up-regulation of calcium sensitivity (fragments 261 and 267; Table 1), and another transcript (fragment 258) may encode a down-regulator, although properties of the overall mixture of TnT proteins may be more important than the abundance of individual components. We cannot eliminate the possibility that TnT variation is part of a coregulated complex of molecules that together cause the observed effects; however, no variability in other troponins or tropomyosin is revealed by one-dimensional SDS/PAGE in this species (36). Comparative physiologists working with other taxa, particularly fish, also have begun to focus on troponin isoform variation as a likely cause of differences in contractile properties of muscle (42–47). As this body of work progresses, it will be interesting to see whether TnT splicing has consistent effects on
contractile properties and locomotor performance across different types of animals.

The mechanisms by which TnT may affect calcium sensitivity and muscle power output are not yet clear. Point mutations in human cardiac TnT affect both calcium sensitivity and myosin cross-bridge kinetics (22, 23); however, no experiments have yet determined whether alternative splicing causes similar effects. A recent discussion of the relationship between calcium sensitivity and cross-bridge kinetics (48) suggests that the problem is complex, as there is feedback (i.e., positive cooperativity) between calcium binding to thin filament regulatory sites and the rate and extent of additional cross-bridge binding.

For weight-supported flight, insects require at least 12–16% of their body mass to be flight muscle (49). In *L. pulchella* dragonflies, flight muscle constitutes approximately 40% of body mass at adult emergence, and this ratio increases to 58–63% in mature males. Thus, this species is probably overdesigned for the brief, low-exertion foraging flights used by maturing adults to capture prey, but appropriately designed for the intense aerial interactions that occur during territoriality and mating (50). The significance of being able to modulate muscle power output may be that newly emerged adults can down-regulate contractility and thereby conserve energy while developing a very large flight motor, which then is up-regulated at maturity when maximal flight performance is advantageous for territorial defense and mating. An analogy would be using a governor to restrain power output of the engine of a race car while driving in ordinary traffic, then removing it at the race track.

Given this interpretation, and the previous demonstration that Libellulid dragonflies carrying small experimentally applied loads (5–13% of body weight) fare poorly in territorial competition (41), it is curious that the late-season morph of *L. pulchella* shows either no increase or perhaps a decrease in muscle calcium sensitivity at maturity (Fig. 2B). One hypothesis for this apparent down-regulation of muscle performance involves seasonal changes in population size and age structure. During the summer of 1998, emergence of new adults ended after mid-July, although mature individuals were present until the end of August (Fig. 2A). Termination of adult emergence may reduce the frequency and intensity of aerial interactions for the late-season morph, because there are few newly matured dragonflies seeking territories. This possibility also may explain the apparently increased longevity of the late-season morph, which unlike the early season
morph, persists well beyond the period of new adult emergence (Fig. 2A). Continual pressure on mature adults of the early-season morph from younger individuals may stimulate up-regulation of muscle power, which negatively affects energy balance and longevity. Thus, the contractile differences that we have observed between the two morphs may be a training effect resulting from differences in experience, or they may reflect fixed genetic differences between populations that consistently experience different social environments.

In summary, we propose that dragonflies use alternative splicing of TnT to modulate the calcium sensitivity of their flight muscles, and thereby accomplish ecologically relevant variation in flight performance and energy consumption. This conclusion is similar to the interpretation presented for a recent experiment involving mammalian heart muscle. Rats that were fed high-salt diets to stimulate cardiac hypertrophy and eventual heart failure showed altered expression of cardiac TnT isoforms, which correlated with decreases in an index of power output (the end-systolic pressure-volume relationship), and with increased energy efficiency and economy (51). Thus, there is an emerging understanding that calcium regulatory processes mediate an inverse relationship between performance and energy economy of striated muscles.
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